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What exactly is polyamory?
First of all, polyamory is nothing to do with parrots.

The word `polyamory´ is based on the Latin and Greek words for `many´ and `loves´. Polyamory m
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Article Body:
What exactly is polyamory?
First of all, polyamory is nothing to do with parrots.

The word `polyamory´ is based on the Latin and Greek words for `many´ and `loves´. Polyamory m

Don´t confuse it with Polygymy, when a man has several wives (he usually sees them as `possess

How does polyamory differ from swinging?
Polyamorists claim to enjoy a range of partners but rather than just having sex with them (lik

Polyamory as a lifestyle
Picture this ˘ you live with your wife and two kids and you decide you want to take another se

Frying pans speak louder than words and your wife also wonders what your children will make of

Alternatively, your wife might hate the whole idea, hurl something else at you, call you a lou

A very risky arrangement
I am not saying that polyamory is a bad idea for everyone. In fact there do exist polyamorous

Many polyamorists tend to think they are better than swingers but swingers are just being hone

Just an excuse
I would go as far as to say that polyamorists are `making an excuse´ for their behaviour. They
Most polyamorists use the term because they don´t want to admit they like to swing or because

If you want sexual experiences with other people, why not just be open about it? You can visit

Polyamory doesn´t make sense
If polyamory is about deep emotional bonds rather than just having sex for fun, this doesn´t m
I would just say this ˘ don´t label yourself a polyamorist. Be honest and admit that you like
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